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Semi-Classical Piano Compositions.

For Teaching and Exhibition. Suitable for all Occasions.

"Star of the Sea," by Amanda Kennedy

The Melody lovely, expressive. Arranged by O. Greenwald. $0.50.

Star of Faith, by Amanda Kennedy

The latest Foster melody, beautifully arranged. $0.50.

Rest Thee, by Amanda Kennedy

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Drifting Leaves, by Amanda Kennedy

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Blossom Time, by John F. Gilder

A charming melody, well arranged. $0.50.

"Amaranthus," by John F. Gilder

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Dreaming, by J. A. Wallace

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

The Rose Song, by J. A. Wallace

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Blooming Roses, by Cha, Drumheller

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Dance of the Sparrows, by B. Richmond

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Guiding Star, by Kathleen A. Roberts

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

"The North Star," by Kathleen A. Roberts

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

A Quaint Story, by Kathleen A. Roberts

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

"Apple Blossoms," by Kathleen A. Roberts

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

"Lilacs," by Kathleen A. Roberts

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

"On the Mesa Grande," by L. Maurice

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Beautie Supreme, by L. Maurice

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

The Pretty Duchess, by Monroe H. Rosendal

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Princess Royal, by Monroe H. Rosendal

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

The Sea Ghost, by Monroe H. Rosendal

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Manzanillo, by Alfred C. Robyn

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Panquita, by Alfred C. Robyn

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Answer, by Alfred C. Robyn

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Heart Whispers, by James L. Gilbert

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Spanish Cavalier, by F. Hendricks

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

Prince Charming, by Monroe H. Rosendal

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

"Corncracker Dance," by F. H. Meacham

A beautiful melody, well arranged. $0.50.

"Chapel by the Sea"

Reverie

M. GREENWALD

Copyright by Leo. Feist, New York.

Chapel by the Sea, by Greenwald
A Meditation; $0.50.

Stilling the Storm, by Greenwald
A Meditation; $0.50.

Soul's Awakening, by Greenwald
A Meditation; $0.50.

"An Afternoon Tea," by Rob't A. Keiser
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Caught in the Net," by Rob't A. King
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Spring Dreams," by Rob't A. King
A Meditation; $0.50.

Summer Zephyrs, by Rob't A. King
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Autumn Breezes," by Rob't A. King
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Wintry Winds," by Rob't A. King
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Dance of the Raindrops," by Pauline B. Story
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Dance of the Fowls," by Pauline B. Story
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Whispering Leaves," by Wm. Loraine
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Carol of the Bobolink," by Wm. Loraine
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Spawning," by Edward T. Coppen
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Smiles and Caresses," by Theo. Bendix
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Japonica," by Tony Stanford
A Meditation; $0.50.

"In a Shady Nook," by Chas. A. Prince
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Sadi," by Chas. A. Prince
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Circus Gallop," by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

Dash Along, by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Drifting Clouds," by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Golden Spray," by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

Ocean Spray, by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

Pandora March, by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Queen of the Flowers," by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Silver Spray," by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.

"Sunshine on the Sea," by Cha. Drumheller
A Meditation; $0.50.
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Rusty-Can-O-"Rag."

Words by
THOMAS J. GRAY.

Music by
AL PIANTADOSI.

Moderato.

There's one sweet melody, It sounds so
Last night I think I go, To see a

good to me, From Sunny Italy, In dis great
picture show, Sit in the second row. I want to

big a land, You got no music what's a half so grand.
get a jag, Fecos a "Wop" he sing "Italian rag,"
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For when dey play dat strain, It take away your pain, Make you feel young again,
Outside an organ play, I tell Marie to stay, I come back right away.

That's why when I am sad, That "Rusty can-o Rag" it make me glad.
I push right thro' the crowd, And to the organ man I say out loud:

CHORUS.

Oh, Wop, don't stop, Playing that Rusty can-o Rag.

It make me spooney, got me looney, Sacramento, California,
When I hear that music swell, I feel just like I was in Heaven, Oh! Kid,
my lid is swimming, like a fish what's got a jag. I
stab myself with a ban-an, If you no play dat Rusty-cane-o, Hey! Nick, play quick, So
Ma-ri-utch canhootch a cootch, That beau-ti-ful Rusty-can-o Rag. Rag.
Popular Songs by Popular Writers.

Ballads-Love Songs-Coon Songs. Waltzes, March and Character Songs.

In All My Dreams I Dream of You.

CHORUS.

In all my dreams I dream of you, Each
day and night a way of one whom I a
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When The Autumn Leaves Are Falling.

CHORUS.

When the Autumn leaves are falling, And the
green turning gold, When summers are
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PRACTICAL HINTS AND HELPS

FOR

PERFECTION IN SINGING.

By Madame Luisa Cappiana

The most remarkable work ever published to assist Instructors and
Pupils in the beautiful Art of Singing. Price, 50c Net.

Ask your dealer to order a copy for you on approval.

Published by LEO. FEIST "Feist Building" 134 W. 37th St., NEW YORK

Also published for Orchestras.